2004 raptor 80

Make Yamaha. Lightly used, great condition! Runs excellent! New battery and recently cleaned
carb. Pink slip and battery charger. Any questions? Just ask. Model Raptor Be Just Like Dad.
Thanks to super-sporty, Raptor R styling and bodywork, young riders can feel like the
grownups while out on the trail with the family. Children 12 years and older may be ready to
step up to the three-speed auto-clutch Raptor 80, adult supervision is required, of course. A
reliable, easy-to-use electric start and 3-speed transmission with automatic clutch ensures
smooth, beginner-friendly riding. Using the adjustable throttle limiter and removable engine
restrictor plate allow adults to regulate engine output, matching the rider's experience level. The
low-maintenance, hassle-free 4-stroke engine and class-exclusive shaft drive is
super-dependable and virtually maintenance-free. Built with features both novice-friendly and
reliable , the Raptor 80 makes learning the ropes of ATV riding as unforgettable as it is
enjoyable. Clean, low hour riding keep in garage , pink slip in hand. Perfect beginner youth
quad. Low hours and garage kept - this quad is in excellent condition. Children 12 years and
older may be ready to step up to the three-speed auto-clutch Raptor 80, adult supervision is
required, of Be Just Like Dad. Baton Rouge, LA. Coconut Creek, FL. Eaton, NH. Rock Springs,
WY. Eau Gallie, FL. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
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packed by us for shipping and there is an additional expense greater than originally charged,
we will contact you by phone or email for the additional shipping charges prior to shipping your
order. We apologize that we cannot estimate this in advance but each item and final shipping
destination can vary. Please contact us soon after placing your order if you wish to expedite
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Express, Next Day and 2nd Day shipping. We will reply with cost and payment instructions.
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the purchaser. DO NOT tear, cut, tape, re-tape, mark, or write on original boxes or packages, or
cover labels or barcodes. Leave all purchase stickers on packages. Any part s that were sold as
part of a bundle or assembly may NOT be returned as individual parts without the complete
return of the assembly. Please do not send us parts that do not meet the return requirements
listed above, as we do not issue refunds for non-qualifying items and cannot return the items to
you. List the Qty. Part Number, Description and Price Paid for items you wish to return. We will
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Yamaha. Lightly used, great condition! Runs excellent! New battery and recently cleaned carb.
Pink slip and battery charger. Any questions? Just ask. Model Raptor Be Just Like Dad. Thanks
to super-sporty, Raptor R styling and bodywork, young riders can feel like the grownups while
out on the trail with the family. Children 12 years and older may be ready to step up to the
three-speed auto-clutch Raptor 80, adult supervision is required, of course. A reliable,
easy-to-use electric start and 3-speed transmission with automatic clutch ensures smooth,
beginner-friendly riding. Using the adjustable throttle limiter and removable engine restrictor
plate allow adults to regulate engine output, matching the rider's experience level. The
low-maintenance, hassle-free 4-stroke engine and class-exclusive shaft drive is
super-dependable and virtually maintenance-free. Built with features both novice-friendly and
reliable , the Raptor 80 makes learning the ropes of ATV riding as unforgettable as it is
enjoyable. Clean, low hour riding keep in garage , pink slip in hand. Perfect beginner youth
quad. Low hours and garage kept - this quad is in excellent condition. Children 12 years and
older may be ready to step up to the three-speed auto-clutch Raptor 80, adult supervision is
required, of Be Just Like Dad. Davis, CA. Fairbury, IL. Fort Rice, ND. Ravenscroft, TN. Cripple
Creek, CO. Lebanon, OH. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Yamaha Raptor Year Make Yamaha Model Raptor Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Yamaha Model -. Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Yamaha 13 Polaris 1. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make
Yamaha. Model Raptor. Model Raptor Electric start, four-stroke power, big Raptor style: the
Raptor 80 is guaranteed to make you the most popular parent in the neighborhood for quite
some time. Reliable, electric-start four-stroke fun fed into a three-speed gearbox with automatic
clutch, making the Raptor 80 a great choice for those getting started or moving up. This vehicle
is only recommended for users over 12 years of age. Lightly used, great condition! Runs
excellent! New battery and recently cleaned carb. Pink slip and battery charger. Any questions?
Just ask. Excellent condition, runs great. New battery. Tags expired June Have pink slip. Call or
text Lori show contact info Very reliable, easy-to-use electric start and 3-speed transmission
with automatic clutch ensures smooth, beginner-friendly riding. Using the adjustable throttle
limiter and removable engine restrictor plate allow adults to regulate engine output, matching
the rider's experience level. The low-maintenance, hassle-free 4-stroke engine and
class-exclusive shaft drive is super-dependable and virtually maintenance-free. And the large,
class-leading fuel capacity - 1. Built with features both novice-friendly and reliable , the Raptor
80 makes learning the ropes of ATV riding as unforgettable as it is enjoyable. This bike has less
than hours on it. I'm the original owner and it has pass down through the years as my kids grew
up. Here's a nice clean Yamaha Raptor 80 One owner and low hours. Dealer inspected and
certified. Zero Mechanical Issues. This Raptor is every kids dream. It has an auto clutch and
manual shifter. Starts easy and runs strong. Good tires an brakes, Zero disappointments! This
will make you Mom or Dad of the year. Will not last long! I have a Raptor 80 in mint condition,
ridden very little, no cracks in the plastics, no tears in the seat. It comes with almost new helmet
that has been worn twice. I can provide delivery for a charge. Be Just Like Dad. Thanks to
super-sporty, Raptor R styling and bodywork, young riders can feel like the grownups while out
on the trail with the family. Children 12 years and older may be ready to step up to the
three-speed auto-clutch Raptor 80, adult supervision is required, of course. A reliable,
easy-to-use electric start and 3-speed transmission with automatic clutch ensures smooth,
beginner-friendly riding. Be just like Dad! Be Just Like Dad Thanks to super-sporty, Raptor R
styling and bodywork, young riders can feel like the grownups while out on the trail with the
family. Children 12 years and older may be ready to step up to the Raptor 80, adult supervision
is required, of course. Huntington Beach, CA. Williamsburg, VA. Coconut Creek, FL. Easton, PA.
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